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	Instant Ember.js Application Development How-to, 9781782163381 (1782163387), Packt Publishing, 2013

	Ember.js is a frontend web development framework that organizes your JavaScript into clean, reusable code. With its powerful tools and concepts at your disposal you can create large scale web applications that rival native applications.


	No matter how big your application gets, Ember.js makes your code manageable.


	"Instant Ember.js Application Development: How-to" is a practical guide that provides you with clear step-by-step examples. The in-depth examples take into account the key concepts and give you a solid foundation to expand your knowledge and your skills.


	That will help you utilize the power of Ember.JS in your applications.


	As you progress through the initial examples you will begin to develop an understanding of how Ember.js organizes your frontend development. Reading further you will see how the Model-View-Controller architecture (MVC) is incorporated into Ember.js. We'll guide you through the basics of Handlebars HTML templates, before finally diving into how routing works within an application and how the state of the application changes as the user interacts with it.


	Instant Ember.js Application Development: How-to will teach you to build ambitiously large web applications with practical examples.


	What you will learn from this book

	
		Determine where and how to incorporate Ember.js.
	
		Get to know the MVC architecture.
	
		Create an Ember model, view, and controller.
	
		Define semantic Handlebars HTML templates.
	
		Enhance Ember.js models with computed properties and bindings.
	
		Import external data into an Ember.js application.
	
		Build a router for your application.



	Approach


	Filled with practical, step-by-step instructions and clear explanations for the most important and useful tasks. Get the job done and learn as you go. A how-To book with practical recipes accompanied with rich screenshots for easy comprehension.This book follows a recipe-based approach that can be used both for problem solving or getting started with Ember.js. Regardless of your skill level you should find this book useful and beneficial to any of your application development projects.


	Who this book is written for


	Are you a frontend developer whose code has gotten out of control? This book will also show you how you can use Ember.js to make your web application easy to manage as it increases in complexity. Even if you've never used Ember.js before, but have HTML and JS skills, this guide will help you get up to speed in no time.
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Handbook of Bioinspired Algorithms and Applications (Chapman & Hall/CRC Computer & Information Science)CRC Press, 2005

	The mystique of biologically inspired (or bioinspired) paradigms is their ability to describe and solve complex relationships from intrinsically very simple initial conditions and with little or no knowledge of the search space. Edited by two prominent, well-respected researchers, the Handbook of Bioinspired Algorithms and Applications...


		

Java Programming Language Handbook: The Ultimate Source for Conquering the Java Programming LanguageCoriolis Group Books, 1996
Includes complete reference material on the entire Java language, from data types to Java classes. Provides detailed overview chapters that explain the art of the Internet and distributed programming with Java. Features special tips to help C/C++ programmers master Java. Includes special coverage of interfacing Java with other languages. Gives you...

		

Adobe Creative Cloud Design Tools Digital ClassroomJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Full-color guide and video tutorials make a powerful combo for learning design applications in the Adobe Creative Cloud


	If you like the idea of tackling the design and web applications in Adobe’s Creative Cloud in smaller bites, then this is the book-and-video training learning combo for you.  More than 25...





	

Reason 3 for Windows and Macintosh : Visual QuickStart GuidePeachpit Press, 2005
Combining pristine sound quality with a comfortably retro-styled virtual rack (including a polyphonic synthesizer, mixing console, sampler, and drum machine), Reason has won legions of fans since its introduction. Now, everyone is singing its praises -- from bands like Nine Inch Nails and Prodigy to video producers. Here to show you why is the...

		

Differential Diagnosis in Orthopaedic OncologyLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2006

	
		This volume presents both the radiologist's and the pathologist's approach to differential diagnosis of musculoskeletal tumors and tumor-like lesions and details the radiologic and histopathologic features helpful in confirming a diagnosis. The book is illustrated with over 1,200 radiographs, CT and MR images, full-color...



		

Plone 3 IntranetsPackt Publishing, 2010

	Plone is widely used for creating feature-rich and secure enterprise intranets. Each company has different goals, architecture, hierarchy, and size and requires a very different intranet to manage its business. No matter what size, or what purpose, Plone offers solutions to the most common intranet needs, and more.


	If you've...
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